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The Scorpion robot is an innovative, biologically inspired 8-legged walking robot. It 
current!y runs a novet approach to control which utili a central pattern generator (CPG) 
and local r e a x  action for each leg. From this starting point we are proposing to both extend 
the system's individual capabilities and its capacity to function as a ,,~cout", cooperating 
with a larger wheeled rover. For this purpose we propose to develop a distributed system 
architecture that extends the system's capabilities both in the d i d o n  of high kvel planning 
and execation in collaboration with a rover, and in the direetion of force-fcsdbaek based low 
level behaviors that will greatly enhance its ability to walk and climb in rough varied 
ternins. The final test of this improved ability will be a rappelling experiment where the 
Scorpion txplores a steep cliff side in cooperation with a rover that serves as both anchor 
snd phaaer/ex&c. 

I. Introduction 
ASA needs autonomous robotic exploration of difficult (rough andor steep) scientifically interesting 
planetary terrains. We have been proposing to utilize a legged robot ("Scorpion", Kirchner et al. ') as an 
adjunct scout to a rover for access to diffic&- - scientifically interzsting - terrains (roclcy areas, slopes, cliffs). 

One test mission scenario involves the Ames rover platform JW' andScoFpion acting together to exprore a steep 
cliff, with the Scorpion robot rappelling down using the K9 as an anchor as well as mission planner and executive. 
Coopaation concepts, including wheeled rappelling robots have been proposed before . Our focus is on testing the 
combined advantages of a wheeled vehicle with a legged scout as well as the advantages of merging high level 
planning and execution with biologically inspired, behavior based robotics. We propose to use the %legged, 
multifunctional autonomous robot platform Scorpion (previously developed under DARPA contract) that is 
currently capable of walking on different terrains (rocks, sand, grass,...) and perceiving its environment while 
modifying its behavioral pattern accordingly. 

These capabilites would be extended to enable the Scorpion to communicate and cooperate with a partner robot 
and to climb over rocks, rubble piles, and objects with structural features. This will be done in the context of 
exploration of rough terrains in the neighborhood of the rover, but inaccessible to it, culminating in the added 
capability of rappelling down asteep ciiEfor both vertical andhorizonmi termin observatioa (fig.2). Developmenr 
plans for the Scorpion include the ability to grasp and manipulate objects. 
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Figure 1. Seorpion robot 

Figure 2. Concept design: 
Scorpion rappelling down a cliffside 

In this paper we wil l  describe the architecture of the Scorpion s>stem. its present and future capabilities, and 
some issues involving the cooperation ofrox er class robots with legged robots for rough terrain exploration. 

11. The Scorpion System 
The robot we plan to use for the exploration will be a modified version of a system developed in the lab of Prof. 

Frank Kirchner, presently at the University of Bremen in a previously DAFP.4"SA funded project. It is an 8- 
legged walking machine with exceptional outdoor and rough terrain mobility. Figure 1 shows a picture of the 
system. The robot is controlled using a biomimetic approach of ambulation controi. The approach is based on two 
biological control primitives: Central Pattern Generators and Reflexes. Csing this approach. omni-directional 
walking and smooth gait transitions can be achie\ed Additionally, the posture of the robot can be changed while 
-.+a!king. The iobot uas successful!> tcncd in rough :errain with obstacles as high as the robot's body mtn:! in 
different terrains such as sand. grass. concrete and rock piles. Below we address its major components. 

A. Legs 
The current leg design (Fig. 3) provides 3 degrees of freedom. which is the minimum needed for a robust. 

outdoor walking robot. e.g. it provides the possibility to ua lk  in an omni-directional fashion in narrow 
emironments. The leg consists of a thoracic joint for protraction and retraction, a basalar joint for elevation and 
depression and a distal joint for extension and flexion of the leg. The joints are actuated by standard 6 Watt 2 W  
DC-Motors with a high gear ratio for sufficient lifting capacip. 

.An important constraint in the development of the legs was their outdoor capability. Therefore a good tradeoff 
between making the leg as light as possible to improve its lifting capacity and shielding it against the environmental 
influences like dust and water had to be found. We achieved a weight of 850 grams and a weight to lifting-capacit). 
ratio of 1:8. This is a prerequisite to walk up steep rises or to uralk over obstacles higher than the robot itself. 
Another important feature are the compliant elements integrated in the design which make the robot robust enough 
to withstand the mechanical stresses in outdoor!rough terrain. 
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Figure 3. The mtchaaical design of the original Scorpion legs. 
&front view of the robot shows le$ and rig& side legs with the bo& in the center. Each leg consists of 3 parts: I )  
thoracic joint, 2) bardar joint and 3) &tal joint. The distal segment contains a spring damped compliant element 
with a built in potentiometer to m e w e  contact and load on individual legs. 

B. Sensors 
The robot is equipped with the following proprioceptive sensors: 

Motor endm for each motor to measure the relative joint angle 
Hall-Effect Motor Current Sensors for each motor 
Analog lodpressure sensors in each foot tip 
Power management sensors, providing current battery voltage and current power drain 
Three-dimensional inclinometers (pitch, roll and yaw) 

The following exteroceptive sensors are integratd 
Ultrasound distance sensor for obstacle avoidance 
Compass sensor for heading control 
Contact/pressure sensors at the foot tip 
Stereo CCD Camera system 

It is important to note that the legs itself can be used as an exteroceptive sensors. One can use the 
current sensors of the joint motors during the movement as a tactile sensor during movement. In order to 
allow an operator to communicate wid the robot or to take data samples during a test run, the robot is 
currently equipped wid  an wireless 28K Baud bi-directional communication link and a PAL CCD 
Camera with a 5GHz video/audio link for video transmission. 

C. Electronics 
The following section describes the electronic subsystem currently integrated in the scorpion robot. The 

electronic subsystem is currently designed to independently control 32 of the servo motors described above. The 
hardware centers on the powerful Motorola MPC 555 microcontroller and an XILINX FPGA, for low level actuator 
control. 

. ... 
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Figure 4. The electronic subsystem is capable of controlling 32 servomotors independently without requiring 
the main CPU to interfere, thus leaving resources available for higher-level processes. 

The main features of the elecuonic subs>-stem are listed below: 
Two programmable units: 

W C  555 
Xilinx FPGA 

Peripheral highlights: 
8 MB Flash EEPROM, 4 ME3 S W M  
32 DC Motor drivers (5A ma.) (Wired to the FPGA) 
32 on board Current Sensors 
32 .&'D Ports (on additional board) wired to the FPGA 
DECT U'ireless Link Module Connector 
Different Voltage Supplies: 1.8V, 3.3V. 5V. l5V on board 
12 to 36 Vo1% Operating Voltage 

The .MPC555 controller is comprised of the following features: 
High performance 32-bit RISC PouerPC Core with FPU 
Embedded Flash (448k) 
32bit data bus. 24bit address bus with 4 Chip Selects (used to comm. With: 8ME3 Flash. 2 x 2MB RLV & 
the FPGA) 
MIOS (2  parallel ports, 8 PWM, 10 CaptureKompare Units, Counter ...) 
2 x P r o - r z a b l e  T?cT (32 channels) 
2 x CAX, 3 x serial ports 
Dual Queued A/D-Converter (up to 81 channels multiplexed) 
Temperature range: 30" to 125" 
ouivi-Port 
Development Tool: Metrowerks Code wanior for Embedded Systems 5.0 
Programming languages: C & Assembler 

The FPGA is comprised of the following features: 

nn. I 

Type: Virtex E XCV400E (432 pins) 
Development Toois: Xlinx ISE 4.1 with FPGA Express 3.6 
Programming Language: VHDL (Very High Speed Integated Circuit 
Description Language + Predefined Xilinx-Cores 
Clock: 20 Mhz clock (Max.clock cycle in this desim is 40 b f i )  
Select Map Mode Compatible 
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The electronic subsystem is designed to allow for fast and smooth control of up to 32 servo and'or DC motors. 
The qeparation of the FPGA for low level actimtnr control and the MPCS55 for behavior level control was 
implemented in order to be able to run the low level PID controllers at a maximum speed. In the presented design, 
the PID controllers operate at up to 20khz for each individual motor channel. The FPGA receives position 
information for each motor/joint from the MPC555 and computes the appropriate PWM (pulse width modulated 
signals) to drive the motor to the destination. A PID controller. also implemented in the FPGA assures the correct 
positioning and holding of that posirion. Because of the grear speed of the PID conuollers we can smoothiy drive the 
motors over their performance range. 

HI. Ambulation Control 
The Scorpion's locomotion control architecture ' is a combination of two seemingly contradictory biological 

approaches: the Central Pattern Generator (CPG) model and the pure reflex driven a p p r o a ~ h . ~ . ~ . ~  

A CPG is able to produce a rhythmic motor pattern even in the complete absence of sensory feedback. The general 
model of  a CPG has been identified in nearly every biological species even though the specific instantiations vary 
among the species to reflect the individual kinematic characteristics in the animals. This idea has shown to be 
promising as a concept to stabilize locomotion in kinematically complex robotic systems as it resembles the divide 
and conquer strategies that are reflected in nearly all solutions to complex control problems. ' 

Figure 5. The Scorpion robot during an autonomous exploration in a sand bed. 

The robot's feet penetrated the sand to a depth of approximately 3-5cm. A rejlex mechanism helped to prevent the 
feetfiom getting stuck. 

The reflex based control approach can also be observed in the animal kingdom '. A reflex can be liewed as a closed 
loop control system with fixed inputioutput characteristics. In some animals, like the locust. this concept is said to 
actually perform all of the locomotion control and no firther levels of control, like the CPG. are involved '. Whether 
or not complex motion control can be achieved only via reflex systems i s  subject to further discussion. however, the 
concept of a set of fxed  wired reactions to sensory stimuli is of high interest to robotics deveIopers who aim to gain 
stability in the system's locomotion. The design of the control architecture described here was thus driven by these 
two concepts. The CPG approach appeared to be useful in generating rhythmic walking patterns that could be 
implemented in a computation-efficient manner, while the reflex driven approach seemed to provide a simple way to 
stabilize these walking patterns by providing 1) a set of fixed situation-reaction rules to external disturbances and 2) 
as a w2y to bias leg coordination among mu!tip!e independent legs'. Figure 6 oatlines the general idea 
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Figure 6. The overall architecture for low level actuation. 

On the global level (upper light gray area) we hawe implemented the Locomotion Behaviors (LB‘s), typically 
(Forward. Backward and Lateral locomotion). These global behaviors are connected to all local leg controllers and 
actiwate (with continuous strength) the local (per leg) motion behaviors. At the same time they implement the inter- 
leg phase relation by settinghesetting the local clocks. The local level (dark gray area) implements Rhythmic 
Motion Behaviors (RMB’s) and Postural Motion Behaviors IPMB’s). These behaviors simultaneously influence the 
amplitude and frequency parameters of three oscillating networks (OST. OSB and OSD). The oscillators are 
connected to a common clock which is used for local and global (in relation to other legs) synchronization purposes. 
The osciliatm output is a rhqth ic .  alternating flexor and extensor s?imE!ation signa! (see ca!!out box in Figwe 6 )  
which is implemented as splined sine waves. This activation signal represents the desired behavioral locomotion. 
which is translated into PKM signals via the motor end path. Inline with the output of the motor end path are a set 
of perturbation specific reflexes, which are implemented as ‘watchdogs‘. The) override the signals on the end path 
with precompiled activation signals if the sensor information &om the physical joints meets a set of defined criteria. 

A. Low Level Locomotion Control 
This approach was implemented using inter-leg coordination data as observed in real scorpions’ and successfully 

Lr;aLeu VI: om -SCGEj3GN’ robot study as shown in Figure 7 .  Parts A throogh C o f F i D r e  7 iiiusti-aies the datafor 
the performance of one leg. The solid line is the real angle of the leg, measured with the motor encoders. The angles 
for the distal and the basalar joints increase during elevation. while the angle for the thoracic joint increases during 
protraction. The frequency was set to 1.3 Hz (19 time units on the x-axis). The data was taken every 1/25 of a 
second and the curves are directly computed from the raw data  The mean starting position is at 37 degrees for the 
thoracic joinr, 121 degrees fer the bzsilajoizt. and 30 degrees for :he distal joint. At firs: only a !ocal FORWARD 
behalior is stimulated (until t = 1375); then the LATERAL hehavior i s  activated simultaneously. Because of  the 
equal stren-d of the activation the system now tries to walk forward as well as laterally. which results in a diagonal 
waking direction. At approximately time t = 1460 the activation of the FORWARD behavior is set to 0 which 
leaves only the LATERAL behavior to influence the oscillator networks. Thus the system wallcs laterally. which can 
be observed &om the data as the amplitude of the thoracic joint is 0 while the basalar and especially the distal joint 
perfom large amplitude oscillations. Subsequently the described process is reversed. 

-__* 2 _ _  
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Figure 7. Reflex action 

Traces A through Cshow the movements of the thoracic (A), the basalor (B) and rire distal (C) joinis during a 
transirionfrom forward walking (jure FOR WARD activation), to diagonal (equal activazi-on of FOR WARD and 
LATERAL), to lrrterrJ walking (jure LATERAL nrd'vprdon) and back to forward waiking. See Figure 6 for the 
paihways of activazkm A refrpx initiated at a kg during a wurse through a rock bed The current in the thoracic 
joint (Trace C) inaeased as a resulr of the obstacle blocking the way. At the S~JPW t h e  the angular dkplacemmt 
error (Trace A) in the thoracic joint increnserl, indicating an erceptiOn in the reguhr swing cy& As a resulr of 
these f m r s  the basah joint controller hitkted the re+ (Trace B) that elevated the rCgfkrther, thereby 
overcoming the obstade. 

The current bio inspired locomotion control concept is based on Central Pattern Generators (CPG) and pure 
reflexes. This simple approach will be made msch more robust by the inclusion of force control .To achieve a high 
level of biological stability i n  the Scorpion Robofe dynamic controller will explicitly control the angdar 
momentum of the machine for standing, walking and running maneuvers. As the robot moves through space, a 
desired center of mass trajectoy and impedance field will guide stance-leg joint torques and stifhess. By regulating 
angular momentumg a desired center of pressure (CP) trajectory will be derived giving the current CM positions and 
forces, and that CP trajectory will define swing-limb dynamics and ground-foot placement. The above bio inspired 
conuollers will be embedded in a behavioral architecture. We plan to implement complex locornotion/manipulation 
behaviors. Simple instantiations such as Forward, Backward and Lateral locomotion have already been 
implemented. We will develop more sophisticated examples like grasping and climbing within the same behavioral 
architecture fiamework. These global behaviors modulate the parameters of the individual leg ,local controllers' and 
enable the system to adapt its walking strategy to varying terrains., In combination with the inherent stability 
produced by the force control approach these behaviors allow for stable. robust execution of locomotion over 
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varying rough terrain with smooth transitions between walking, scampering over rocks and climbing. Finally, the 
force cor?trol approach wi!! ex&!e !ocorn~tio~ k h v i o n  to adapt to steep smfacm in rappelling mode. 

The behavioral level also implements the interface to the high level planning implemented mainly on the rover 
system. We plan to directly interface with the planning algorithms already in place on K9. Behaviors on the scout 
can be activated by the rover system in an open or closed loop fashion. 

Another purpose of the behavioral level is the implementation of perception behaviors. These behaviors are 
activated by the scout itself and can be local or remote, where the remote perception behavior actually triggers 
sensor data acquisition on the rover using its more sophisticated sensor capabilities. These data will be preprocessed 
and transferred to the scout m a common data interchange format. Local perception behaviors will involve passive 
sensor acquisition using onboard sensors like ultrasound, infkared etc but also incorporate behavioral acts using the 
robots appendages (Legs). For instance these could be used for probing (pushing against, or pulling) environmental 
features, e.g. a possible stone may be just a pile of sand. The data preprocessed in this way can then be transferred 
back to the rover for further global decision making, e.g. on path planning. Mechanical modifications like grippers, 
mounting sites for special sensors and a rappelling mechanism will be developed as well. 

IV. The Robotic team control problem 
The robot team shall be evaluated on simulated scientific investigations of Martian-like sites on Earth (Ames 

test site) that are difficult or impossible to access with more conventional wheeled rovers. Primarily, we intend to 
focus on maneuvering on the faces of steep cliffs and canyon walls. These are sites that are believed to be of highest 
scientific interest on Mars. This is due to the fact that in general cliff faces reveal the geological history of a site, but, 
for Mars, there is the additional indication of probable water seepages that appears to have occurred in the relatively 
recent past on several cliff sides, as revealed by r&nt satellite images. One of the main challenges of this approach 
is to combine a tough control problem, robust low level locomotion on rough, difficult terrain, with high level 
planning, execution, and execution control algorithms on two physically separated and kinematically different 
robotic systems. In the team oriented approach presented here, the work will focus on the 8-legged robot ,Scorpion' 
by implementing a biologically inspired, set of complex motor skills (locomotion and manipulation), that are 
embedded in a behavior based architecture. The high level planning, execution and execution control algorithms will 
be implemented on the wheeled rover system. By distributing the autonomy and intelligence among 2 physically 
distinct and kinematically different systems, w e  believe we will be able to achieve a greater amount of overall 
autonomy and intelligence for the robot team. 

A robust bidirectional communication link between the rover and the legged scout robot needs to be developed. 
The communication link will be used for 2 purposes. A) a selection protocol of behaviors. The protocol serves to 
select behaviors on the scout system as well as to report termination conditions to the rover system. B) to exchange 
sensor information for local action selection on the scout as well as global planning on the rover. Sensor data will be 
acquired on both systems. They will be processed locally and translated into a common information exchange 
format, transmitted to the team robot and then used for further decision making. 

We believe that our concept of bio inspired ambulation control on the low-level side of the problem will help to 
optimize the high level planning and execution end of the problem by providing a robust, behavior based set of low 
level action primitives. On the other hand the ambulation control problem will be easier to tackle if high level 
planning information (e.g bird's eye views on the immediate local terrain to be traversed) can be incoprated on 
the low level locomotion side. 

V. Conclusions 
We have implemented a robust locomotion control concept. The concept is behavior based and incorporates 

biologically inspired mechanisms of ambulation control for locomotion on rough, changing and partially known or 
unknown substrates. The behavior based layer will allow us to define a suitable interface to high level planning and 
execution algorithms, while the bio-inspired low level locomotion control will allow us to implement robust 
locomotion behaviors on difficult terrain. This feature will enhance the reliability of the behavioral level 
dramatically and thereby increase the level of stability in execution loops on the high level system. 
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